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Introduction

Openreach have announced the withdrawal of WLR, which means the traditional delivery of voice and 
other services across the PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network) will come to an end. A stop sell of 
these services will take effect from 2023 and complete withdrawal by December 2025. The withdrawal 
of the PSTN significantly changes how broadband is delivered, i.e. the broadband service will no longer 
require a WLR service, but rather the broadband service becomes the underlying technology to deliver 
data and over the top IP services such as Voice over IP (VoIP), enabling the transition to a true digital IP 
solution. 

These new data only, broadband products will replace the traditional broadband (based on PSTN 
service) and are referred to as Single Order Broadband which consist of :

 > FTTP
 > SOGFAST
 > SOGEA
 > SOTAP 

Single Order GEA (SOGEA) and SOGFAST are new broadband packages which uses the same 
technology as GEA FTTC (Fibre-to-the-Cabinet VDSL or GFAST (for Ultrafast speeds)) with the 
exception that it does not share the line with a WLR service (the PSTN network isn’t enabled for the 
line). SOGEA and SOGFAST offers the same data rates, performance, and VDSL technology as FTTC 
and GFAST, is available in the same geographic areas as FTTC/GFAST, and with the additional benefit of 
being a true all IP solution broadband service to meet the demands and reliance for todays and future 
connectivity solutions.

New Single Order Broadband Solutions

Below is a diagram showing the broadband products to be withdrawn and their like-for-like transition to 
the new Single Order Broadband variants:

WLR/MPF + Broadband

GFAST

FTTC

ADSL

SOGFAST

SOGEA

SOTAP*

WLR/MPF/Voice only
FTTP/SOGEA

Symmetrical Low Bandwidth

Low bandwidth product o�er:
Ideal for low data consumption users 
or voice only customers that do not 
require higher bandwidth products.

Voice IP

Third Party Services – 
Alarm, Health, Payment 
services etc.

Single Order Broadband Over the Top (OTT) IP Services 

FTTP

Like for Like transition to Single Order Broadband

* SOTAP is an all copper 
solution, available in areas 
where no fibre products are 
present 
(FTTP/SOGFAST/SOGEA). It 
will be o�ered as a temporary 
transition solution until fibre 
is available in the area.

OTT IP services are additional 
solutions to SO Broadband 

and require a separate order 
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Simplified ordering 
and support 

experience – no WLR 
means no more SIM 
provide, or dual fault 

journeys

Future proof 
for the PSTN 

withdrawal – stop 
sell for WLR is 

2023, switch off 
2025

Unmetered data 
usage & a variety 

of IP address 
options

Elevated 
throughput  

options

24/7/365 UK-
based support and 
customer service

Business Grade 
Service

More cost effective 
compared to WLR + 

FTTC

Available at over 
28 million UK 

premises

Free upgrades from 
ADSL and FTTC to 

SOGEA

Uses the same 
technology as 

FTTC

KEY FEATURES
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Why Digital Wholesale Solutions?

Digital Wholesale Solutions (DWS) broadband products are designed for the wholesale market, and 
suitable for every type and size of customer. DWS is an ISP with over 20 years’ experience of owning and 
operating our own network. We offer a full suite of Fibre Broadband products including Fibre to-the-
Premises (FTTP), Single Order Broadband (SOGEA, SOGFAST), Fibre-to-the Cabinet (FTTC and G.FAST), 
as well as ADSL Broadband.

Broadband is a service that enables customers to connect to the internet over a shared fixed 
infrastructure (access line). It is an asymmetrical service, meaning that the download speed is greater 
than the upload speed. At the customer’s premises, a modem or wireless router solution provides 
local network features such as Wi-Fi and acts as the gateway for the customer’s devices to access the 
internet. It is an always on, reliable, and cost effective service.

DWS Portal – an intuitive partner portal allowing you to manage and grow your estate which include 
features such as line checker, placing orders, managing services and performing diagnostics.

Why SOGEA?

The advancement of fibre technology allows better stability and increased bandwidth. With over 28 
million (FTTC enabled) premises and growing, users are now benefitting from greater asymmetrical 
speeds over the existing fixed yet shared broadband infrastructure. The availability and growth of smart 
technologies such as smart energy monitoring/thermostat devices, IP surveillance systems and smart 
lighting (to name a few) all rely on data delivered over a reliable broadband service. Businesses can 
benefit too, working smartly by adopting solutions such as cloud-based applications enable businesses 
to improve productivity and efficiency. It can also deliver high quality voice via VoIP services. All these 
IP based solutions services require a connectivity solution which offers speed and stability for real-time 
data and Quality of Service (QoS) features.

SOGEA also delivers streamlined single order and fault journeys when compared with WLR plus 
Broadband services, greatly simplifying the experience of delivering and supporting the products for 
your customers, as well as future proofing them ahead of the PSTN withdrawal. 
 
SOGEA Infrastructure

As mentioned earlier SOGEA uses the same technology as current FTTC product. Fibre technology is 
used from the local Exchange to the PCP (green street cabinet) and then copper from the PCP to the 
EU premises. This provides faster speeds (upto 76 Mbps) and greater stability over ADSL or copper only 
solutions. 

DWS Network Local Exchange PCP / Green
Street Cabinet

End User Premises

Copper Fibre
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SOGEA Packages

Technology Type Download  
Bandwidth (Up to)

Upload Bandwidth  
(Up to) UK Availability

FTTC (SOGEA)  
Low Bandwidth 

COMING SOON
Single Order 0.5 Mbps 0.5Mbps

>28 million 
FTTC (SOGEA) Single Order 40 Mbps 10 Mbps

FTTC (SOGEA) Single Order 80 Mbps 20 Mbps

FTTC (SOGFAST) 

COMING SOON
Single Order 160 Mbps 30 Mbps

>2 million
FTTC (SOGFAST) 

COMING SOON
Single Order 330 Mbps 50 Mbps

WLR line is not required for SOGEA/SOGFAST broadband orders

All SOGEA packages come with ‘Unmetered’ usage policy allowing customers to use as much data as 
they need to (within the parameters of the acceptable usage policy) all wrapped into the monthly rental 
charge.

Acceptable Use Policy

https://dwp.digitalwholesalesolutions.com/documents/1057/download
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Detailed Access Line Infrastructure

DSLAM

Multiple
GigE Links

Layer 2 Switch
(PoH)

CP1

240V ac

Local Exchange
Hand-Over Node

Gateway

D-Side Copper

PCP End User Premises

NTE5c Voice

GEA Product

CPn

1 2
3 4 5

1. Services are connected, via GEA cable links, to the Layer 2 switch at the Point of Handover (PoH) 
within the local exchange.

2. From there, multiple fibre optic cables (in blue) feed out to the local DSLAMs (Digital Subscriber Line 
Access Multiplexer) positioned near by the local street cabinets (PCPs - Primary Cross-connection 
Points). 

3. The black “D-side” (Distribution-side) copper cable runs from the PCP to the end customer’s premises 
and finishes up at the master socket, also known as Network Termination Equipment version 5 (NTE5).

4. Here, a NTE5 socket terminates on the end user premises.  There may already be a Service Specific 
Front Plate (SSFP) onsite however the phone port is not to be used or connected with an analogue/
dect phone as this may interfere with the data signal.

5. Finally, your router/modem is connected to the SSFP to deliver the SOGEA broadband service. If you 
have a VoIP solution you may connect your phone to the router provided it has an ATA port.

Important

* Ordering SOGEA will cease any existing WLR service. Furthermore, the WLR service cannot be reinstated.

* SOGEA cannot currently be used to provide faster speeds and services over exchange only lines where the D-side 
copper runs directly from the local exchange to the end customer’s premises.
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Important Considerations:

SOGEA along with other Single Order products are still undergoing industry learning in 
relation to WLR withdrawal. At present there may be circumstances whereby PSTN compatible 
solutions/hardware (Alarm systems, Payment devices and Critical Services) are incompatible 
with SOGEA, meaning they are not IP enabled. Hence these devices or services will stop 
working.

Careful considerations should be taken when ordering/replacing existing broadband + WLR/
MPF services with SOGEA. By not taking precautions, you could put the end customer’s health/
business at risk. In the event of a SOGEA order completing for such customers, Openreach 
may not revert to a broadband + WLR/MPF voice service along with the loss of the telephone 
number.

With this in-mind a recommendation to create point-of-sale materials which will help your 
sales/operational teams to identify customers who are reliant on devices/solutions which 
operate on working PSTN (WLR/MPF) service. Emphasis on identifying the end user solutions 
which are reliant on PSTN services such as:

 > Red Care services or vulnerable customers who are using pendant solutions

 > Businesses/services that rely on phone systems based on PSTN technology such as a 
medical practice (whereby a VoIP solution cannot be offered)

 > PSTN based payment machines, fax machines, Security systems and Elevator/Lift services 
and critical services with built in emergency calls
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Order Journeys 

 > New Provide: brand new provide of a SOGEA service

 > Existing line: essentially converting any WLR or MPF service to SOGEA.

 – WLR to SOGEA

 – WLR + ADSL to SOGEA

 – WLR + FTTC to SOGEA

 – WLR + GFAST to SOGEA

 – MPF to SOGEA

 – MPF + ADSL to SOGEA

 – MPF + FTTC to SOGEA

 > Migration of existing SOGEA/SOGFAST: not currently available

 
 
Order Types 

 > Connection Charge: A charge levied by the carrier for work relating to the connection of a new 
service. The nil (£0) connection charge for Market B is a pricing initiative, and the Connection 
Charge Recovery is applicable if the service is terminated within 12 months

 > Re-grade: Modifying the product a service is on within the same technology type, e.g. modifying the 
access speed of an FTTC connection, e.g. FTTC 40/10 modify to FTTC 80/20 (where available)

 > Modify: Changing the product within the same technology type (also known as a Re-grade, see Re-
grade for more information), changing the care level, DLM, or interleaving (where applicable)

 > Migrate: Applicable when moving a service from one supplier to another where the technology type 
isn’t changed (e.g. FTTC on Supplier A to DWS FTTC). If migrating from another CP to a different 
technology type, e.g. ADSL2+ to FTTC, commercially this is the same as a termination with the 
existing CP and a new provide with DWS

 > Modify/Re-grade (Rate Card Change): Applicable to modify/re-grade orders where the product 
is changed to a product on a different rate card, but the product type and usage limit remains the 
same
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Standard and Elevated Traffic Options 

Traffic options relate to the contention during busy or peak times across the shared broadband 
infrastructure whereby a dip in performance may potentially occur.   The standard option is applied to all 
packages however the elevated option is available and carries a cost to allow better performance during 
any potential contention periods.

Product Service Minimum 'Best Efforts' Planned 
Downstream Throughput (Mbps)

Minimum 'Best Efforts' 
Planned Upstream 
Throughput (Mbps)

40/10
Standard 20

2

Elevated 30

80/20

Standard 40

2

Elevated 60

Inflight order Amendment, Expedite and Cancellations 

 > Early Order Cancellation: Up to PONR (Point of no Return) Defined as 1 working day Original Order 
Date (OOD) before 16:00

 > Order Amendment up to PONR: An amendment carried out on an in-progress order, up to the PONR 
(Point of no Return). Defined as 1 working day before Original Order Date (ODD) before 16:00

 > Late Order Cancellation: Late Order Cancellation after PONR (Point of no Return). Defined as 1 
working day before Original Order Date (ODD) after 16:00

Expedite Orders (coming soon) - A charge applicable when an expedite order is placed to bring forward 
the connection date of a service. Expedite orders are carried out on a best endeavours basis by DWS’ 
suppliers, and there are no guarantees on how early a connection date can be brought forward. In 
the event that a connection of service isn’t able to be brought forward, there will be no charge for the 
expedite order

Lead Times

Typical lead times (Working Days)

Provide Migration Modify Install Type

5 10 1 No Site Visit / Standard / Premium /  
Prove IP Voice / Install UPS

Lead times above are estimates only and may vary depending on appointment 
availability, the network infrastructure and the status of the existing line/service. 
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TMA = Traffic Management Act
A process which involves the local council approval to provide Openreach a license to carry out works in 
order to provide the Broadband service. 
 
ECC = Excess Construction Charges
Where additional chargeable work is required to provide the service.  Note that in this instance we will 
always inform you allowing you to decide whether to go ahead with the work provided you agree to the 
costs 
 
PONR = Point of No Return
A point in the provision or repair journey whereby amendments cannot be accepted.
 
NoT = Notification of Transfer 
OFCOM process which allows a minimum of ten working days notification generated by the gaining 
provider to the losing provider.  This process eliminates the ‘slamming’ of services.  This will always be 
adhered to in a migration scenario.
 
FTTC Waiters List
In circumstances where the FTTC order is unable to be fulfilled due to Openreach identifying capacity 
issues at the PCP, the order (provide and migrations) will instead be placed on a waiting list.  Openreach 
on a best endeavour basis will increase capacity usually within 90 days. By placing an order on the waiters 
list, will mark an active order in progress.  
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Installations Options - Site Visit Reason (SVR)
Openreach have introduced revised installation options which reflect the Single Order journeys and are 
applicable to SOGEA: 

No Site Visit Standard Premium

Similar to the legacy self-install 
option whereby, an Openreach 
engineer will carry out works 
and test the line between the 

PCP (green street cab) and the 
exchange only.  Ideally suited for 
customers who currently have an 

FTTC service and do not require an 
appointment with customer.

Similar to todays managed install 
option, the engineer will visit the 
customer site and will carry out 

works to uplift the network where 
necessary including removing 

issues from the customer premises 
with the objective to leave the 

customer with an optimum working 
service  

In addition to the Standard SVR 
tasks the engineer will liaise with 
the customer and where required 

will complete the following

Tasks include: Tasks include:

1. Upgrade to NTE5c

2. Fit Service Specific Faceplate 
(SSFP) where required #

3. Ensure customer wiring to NTE 
meets Openreach standards

4. Connect the router (next to 
NTE)

5. Connect 1 device*

6. Show customer the SYNC 
speeds on Engineer device

7. Complete any additional Time 
Related Charges (TRC) work 
required (within the task frame) 

8. Complete checklist

1. Enhancing the environment - 
reposition the customer router, 
agree/move NTE

2. Carry our WI-FI analysis in upto 
3 rooms

3. Remove powerline adapters - 
where agreed with customer

4. Add upto two data extension 
kits

5. Connect upto 2 devices 
and demonstrate (fixed and 
wireless)

6. Reconnect customer Set top 
boxes

7. If required based on customer 
needs, Add Voice Reinjection 
(VRI) faceplate; reconnect 
voice extensions and prove 
working at upto 3 extension 
sockets by listening for dial 
tone

8. Complete any additional Time 
Related Charges (TRC) work 
required (within the task frame) 

9. Complete Checklist

* Connectable devices include Set Top Boxes, PCs, Laptops and Smartphones, but does not include games consoles, Wi-Fi extenders 
and mesh units, dongles or any other units. Devices not previously connected at the customer’s premises will not be connected. 

# A service specific faceplate (SSFP) will prevent the DSL signals from reaching the extensions to avoid bridge taps and maximise 
DSL speeds.
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Optional add-on Modules Engineer Activity Notes

Coming Soon – Prove IP Voice 
(optional add-on)

The engineer will test the Voice IP 
service

Only available with Standard or 
Premium SVR. Not available for  

No Site Visit SVR

Coming Soon - Install UPS 
(optional add-on)

The engineer will install the UPS/
Battery backup solution

Only available with Standard or 
Premium SVR. Not available for  

No Site Visit SVR

Care Level Hours of Work BTW Exclusions Requirement

Standard Care Mon-Fri  
(0800 - 1800) 40 WH Regional Public and Bank Holidays. 

Allowable parked time Included

Enhanced Care Coming Soon

Premium Care Coming Soon

Prove IP Voice (optional add-on)
The engineer will test the Voice IP at the time of installing the service (making an inbound and outbound 
call). It is important to note that VoIP service should be ready to use prior to the engineers visit along with 
any preconfigured equipment such as IP phones.  Only available with Standard and Premium SVR.

Install UPS (optional add-on)
The engineer will install a battery backup solution at the time of the service being installed.  Note, battery 
backup solution/hardware must be sourced and provided by the CP/ISP (you). Only available with 
Standard and Premium SVR.

Care Levels
Care levels allow you to place the importance on the service ‘fix time’ depending on your customer 
needs. At present only the standard care level is available however enhanced/premium options will be 
available later.

CH = Clock hours     WH = Working Hours 

Standard Care (Maintenance Class 5): Standard care is included with SOGEA. Digital Wholesale Solutions 
will acknowledge and clear the fault within specified times stated above.  This excludes any allowable 
parked time. Engineer appointments to site are available 0800-1800 Monday to Saturday (excluding 
Regional Public and Bank Holidays).  
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Voice Services and Number Porting

SOGEA is a data only, broadband service whereby it does NOT include a voice service. Therefore, a
separate order must be placed for IP Voice and a number retention request if you wish to
keep and port the existing telephone number associated to the WLR/MPF line (including any 
configuration and hardware requirements associated with the voice solution).

It is important to note that the SOGEA/SOGFAST order and over the top IP solutions (such as voice) are
segregated orders and will require individual management as they are not linked to one another. It is your
responsibility to place, track and manage these orders including rejections and exceptions.

If you would like to provision SOGEA/SOGFAST along with a voice service and retain the PSTN number,
you can use the following steps. Please note that some downtime is expected in relation to the voice
service. We recommend you consult your VoIP provider for further assistance in provisioning a voice
service including lead times and expectations:

1. Place SOGEA order first, with ample lead time for example 15-20 days

2. Within 24 hours confirm if the SOGEA order has been accepted

3. If accepted, place the IP Voice order along with any additional voice features including the number 
port/transfer request. Importantly, the voice service should coincide with the SOGEA order i.e. the 
voice order should be set to go live on the same date as when the SOGEA order is due to complete

4. * Keep tracking the orders and manage any exceptions promptly until the completion date

5. On completion day, both orders should complete but please note that the number port/transfer may 
take longer and therefore there may be downtime experienced with the voice service. Please consult 
your VoIP provider for processes and guidance 
 
* managing exceptions and potential delays on these segregated orders are important in providing a 
good customer experience. Not acting in time and/or not making changes may result in the SOGEA 
order completing and thus ceasing the WLR/MPF voice service including the telephone number which 
becomes irretrievable.
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Single Order Broadband Hardware

There is a combination of existing and new hardware which really depends on configuration changes 
required and compatibility, the order journey/migration, and any over-the-top IP services the customer 
requires.

DWS Technicolor routers

We offer hassle-free, preconfigured Technicolor routers using zero-touch provisioning. The following 
models are compatible with Single Order Broadband products:

Single Order Product

Technicolor Routers

TG588v2 DWA 0120 DGA 2231

FTTP No Yes - TBS Yes – TBS

SOG.FAST No No Yes – TBS*

SOGEA Yes Yes Yes

SOTAP Yes Yes Yes

ATA port No No x2 ports

TBS: Two Box Solution, whereby the Technicolor router will connect to the Openreach provided ONT, via the Ethernet WAN port.

*DGA 2231 has a SOGFAST MCT Openreach approved modem and, in the future, can be used as a one box solution (without the 
Openreach ONT).

Please see our Technicolor Broadband Routers Guide for further information.

Alternatively, you can use your chosen router vendor, but we recommend you consult with them to 
confirm whether they are compatible with Single Order Broadband products.

DWS plan to launch new Technicolor broadband routers, with all models including an ATA port
(ETA October 2020).

Analogue Telephone Adapter (ATA) Port

As mentioned earlier with Single Order Broadband products there will no longer be a PSTN (WLR/MPF) 
voice line and instead IP Voice solution can be ordered separately which runs on top of the Single Order, 
data only broadband service.  In particular, the ATA port will facilitate users who may wish to keep their 
existing compatible telephone/handsets which connect to the ATA port.

There are several types of ATA ports, some which are dedicated ATA units, or you may find ATA ports on 
routers. In either case, the crucial thing is to ensure the ATA port is compatible with your chosen providers 
VoIP solution and is fully tested to support voice feature you wish to offer.  If it is not compatible, then you 
may experience issues with your providers voice solution.

On the following page are examples of modem/router setups at the main (master) socket for SOGEA 
services.
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Redundant 
socket

Modem plugs into 
the RJ45 socket on 
the SSFP

Modem

The micro filter is plugged into the 
standard telephone socket on the 
standard faceplate.

The only purpose of the micro filter 
here is to provide a socket for the 
modem (typically an RJ11).

Phone socket on 
micro filter is 
redundant

Modem

Redundant 
socket, unless 
parallel running

Master Socket 
with SSFP

IP Phone plugged 
directly into 
modem-router

Modem VoIP ATA

Master Socket 
with SSFP

Analogue 
Phone(s)/CPE plugged 
into extension socket(s)

Redundant 
socket, unless 
parallel running

Modem VoIP ATA

NTE5C Master 
Socket with VRI 
isolation faceplate

Analogue 
Phone(s)/CPE plugged 
into extension socket(s)

Extension

Modem VoIP ATA

SOGEA without IP  
or ATA voice: 
 
> SOGEA with SSFP

SOGEA with IP/ATA voice 
‘over the top’ VoIP: 
 
> SOGEA plus IP Voice

> SOGEA with micro 
filter (no extensions)

> SOGEA plus ATA 
derived voice

> SOGEA plus ATA 
derived voice over 
extension wiring and 
isolated VRI
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